
Grab This Idea – Win/Lose Guarantee
How can you use this idea in your business?

Tim Ferriss started a company that sold sports supplements. He created a brand of supplements called
“BodyQUICK.” And, started selling it through ads in magazines and by directly mailing sales letters to qualified
mailing lists that he rented out.

His sales were brisk. Like most people in his industry, Tim offered the usual “30 Day Money Back” guarantee
too. But one day, Tim started thinking: how could he make his offer better than his competitions’ offers? How
could he make people buy from him instead of his competitors without hesitation?

Tim came up with a solution that sounded crazy. Yet he thought of testing it out. Tim changed his product
guarantee:

60 Day Money Back Guarantee: 110% guaranteed to work within 60 minutes of the first dose.

Not only did he increase the time period of the guarantee from 30 days to 60 days, he also gave a 110%
guarantee. Which means if people returned their product, Tim wouldn’t just give them their money back. He
would also pay them 10% more!

Tim was worried that a few people might take advantage of the new guarantee offer and he would lose cash.
But, he soon found out that most people were honest. Hardly anyone abused the guarantee.

But, because of the new guarantee, sales shot up! Within the first 4 weeks of the new guarantee, Tim’s sales
had increased by a whooping 300%!

And, the most amazing part is: instead of seeing an increase in returns, Tim saw a slight decrease in the
percentage of products being returned too! Only 3% people returned the product. This in an industry, where
the 12-15% returns is the norm!

Action Summary:

 Differentiate yourself from your competitors by giving a stronger guarantee.
 A strong guarantee will almost always increase your sales because it gets rid of people’s hesitation and

objections.
 Test out a lose-win guarantee – where you have to pay more than 100% to the person who returns the

product.
 Such a guarantee shows people that you are confident in your product and stand behind it. Instead of

losing out by people who abuse the guarantee, you will find yourself attracting more sales!
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